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Fundamentals of Fractured Reservoir Engineering Feb 19 2023 In the modem language
of reservoir engineering by reservoir description is understood the totality of basic local
information concerning the reservoir rock and fluids which by various procedures are
extrapolated over the entire reservoir. Fracture detection, evaluation and processing is
another essential step in the process of fractured reservoir description. In chapter 2, all
parameters related to fracture density and fracture intensity, together with various
procedures of data processing are discussed in detail. After a number of field examples,
developed in Chap. 3, the main objective remains the quantitative evaluation of physical
properties. This is done in Chap. 4, where the evaluation of fractures porosity and
permeability, their correlation and the equivalent ideal geometrical models versus those
parameters are discussed in great detail. Special rock properties such as capillary
pressure and relative permeability are reexamined in the light of a double-porosity
reservoir rock. In order to complete the results obtained by direct measurements on
rock samples, Chap. 5 examines fracturing through indirect measurements from various
logging results. The entire material contained in these five chapters defines the basic
physical parameters and indicates procedures for their evaluation which may be used
further in the description of fractured reservoirs.
 Advanced Petroleum Reservoir Simulation Jul 27 2023 This second edition of the
original volume adds significant new innovations for revolutionizing the processes and
methods used in petroleum reservoir simulations. With the advent of shale drilling,
hydraulic fracturing, and underbalanced drilling has come a virtual renaissance of
scientific methodologies in the oil and gas industry. New ways of thinking are being
pioneered, and Dr. Islam and his team have, for years now, been at the forefront of these
important changes. This book clarifies the underlying mathematics and physics behind
reservoir simulation and makes it easy to have a range of simulation results along with
their respective probability. This makes the risk analysis based on knowledge rather
than guess work. The book offers by far the strongest tool for engineers and managers
to back up reservoir simulation predictions with real science. The book adds
transparency and ease to the process of reservoir simulation in way never witnessed
before. Finally, No other book provides readers complete access to the 3D, 3-phase
reservoir simulation software that is available with this text. A must-have for any
reservoir engineer or petroleum engineer working upstream, whether in exploration,
drilling, or production, this text is also a valuable textbook for advanced students and
graduate students in petroleum or chemical engineering departments.
 Applied Reservoir Engineering Jul 15 2022
 The Practice of Reservoir Engineering Dec 08 2021 The Practice of Reservoir
Engineering has been written for those in the oil industry requiring a working
knowledge of how the complex subject of hydrocarbon reservoir engineering can be
applied in the field in a practical manner. The book is a simple statement of how to do
the job and is particularly suitable for reservoir/production engineers and is illustrated
with 27 examples and exercises based mainly on actual field developments. It will also



be useful for those associated with the subject of hydrocarbon recovery. Geoscientists,
petrophysicists and those involved in the management of oil and gas fields will also find
it particularly relevant. The new http://www.elsevier.nl/locate/isbn/0444506705 Practice
of Reservoir Engineering Revised Edition will be available soon.
 Fundamental Principles of Reservoir Engineering May 13 2022 Fundamental Principles
of Reservoir Engineering outlines the techniques required for the basic analysis of
reservoirs prior to simulation. It reviews rock and fluid properties, reservoir statics,
determination of original oil and gas in place
 Geomechanics and Fluidodynamics Apr 11 2022 This monograph is based on
subsurface hydrodynamics and applied geomechanics and places them in a unifying
framework. It focuses on the understanding of physical and mechanical properties of
geomaterials by presenting mathematical models of deformation and fracture with
related experiments.
 Fundamentals of reservoir engineering Feb 07 2022
 Petroleum Reservoir Simulation Oct 30 2023 Petroleum Reservoir Simulation, Second
Edition, introduces this novel engineering approach for petroleum reservoir modeling
and operations simulations. Updated with new exercises, a new glossary and a new
chapter on how to create the data to run a simulation, this comprehensive reference
presents step-by-step numerical procedures in an easy to understand format. Packed
with practical examples and guidelines, this updated edition continues to deliver an
essential tool for all petroleum and reservoir engineers. Includes new exercises, a
glossary and references Bridges research and practice with guidelines on introducing
basic reservoir simulation parameters, such as history matching and decision tree
content Helps readers apply knowledge with assistance on how to prepare data files to
run a reservoir simulator
 Advanced Reservoir Engineering Feb 02 2024
 The Reservoir Engineering Aspects of Fractured Formations Apr 04 2024 Contents: 1.
Introduction. 2. Production geology of fractured reservoirs. 3. Use of production data in
fractured reservoirs. 4. Recovery mechanisms in fractured reservoirs. 5. Simulation of
fractured reservoirs. 6. Application to the development and exploitation of fractured
reservoirs. Appendices. Well logging in fractured reservoirs. Well performance and well
tests in fractured reservoirs. Relationship between the fracture parameters.
Compressibility of fractured reservoirs. Multiphase flow in fractured reservoirs.
Mathematical simulation of fractured reservoirs. Bibliography. Index.
 Advanced Reservoir Engineering Aug 28 2023 Advanced Reservoir Engineering offers
the practicing engineer and engineering student a full description, with worked
examples, of all of the kinds of reservoir engineering topics that the engineer will use in
day-to-day activities. In an industry where there is often a lack of information, this timely
volume gives a comprehensive account of the physics of reservoir engineering, a
thorough knowledge of which is essential in the petroleum industry for the efficient
recovery of hydrocarbons. Chapter one deals exclusively with the theory and practice of
transient flow analysis and offers a brief but thorough hands-on guide to gas and oil
well testing. Chapter two documents water influx models and their practical applications
in conducting comprehensive field studies, widely used throughout the industry. Later
chapters include unconventional gas reservoirs and the classical adaptations of the
material balance equation. * An essential tool for the petroleum and reservoir engineer,



offering information not available anywhere else * Introduces the reader to cutting-edge
new developments in Type-Curve Analysis, unconventional gas reservoirs, and gas
hydrates * Written by two of the industry's best-known and respected reservoir
engineers
 Unconventional Hydrocarbon Resources Nov 06 2021 A comprehensive textbook
presenting techniques for the analysis and characterization of shale plays Significant
reserves of hydrocarbons cannot be extracted using conventional methods.
Improvements in techniques such as horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing have
increased access to unconventional hydrocarbon resources, ushering in the “shale
boom” and disrupting the energy sector. Unconventional Hydrocarbon Resources:
Techniques for Reservoir Engineering Analysis covers the geochemistry, petrophysics,
geomechanics, and economics of unconventional shale oil plays. The text uses a step-
by-step approach to demonstrate industry-standard workflows for calculating resource
volume and optimizing the extraction process. Volume highlights include: Methods for
rock and fluid characterization of unconventional shale plays A workflow for analyzing
wells with stimulated reservoir volume regions An unconventional approach to
understanding of fluid flow through porous media A comprehensive summary of
discoveries of massive shale resources worldwide Data from Eagle Ford, Woodford,
Wolfcamp, and The Bakken shale plays Examples, homework assignments, projects,
and access to supplementary online resources Hands-on teaching materials for use in
petroleum engineering software applications The American Geophysical Union
promotes discovery in Earth and space science for the benefit of humanity. Its
publications disseminate scientific knowledge and provide resources for researchers,
students, and professionals.
 Reservoir Engineering Mar 11 2022 Part 1. Conceptual and planning practice for
reservoirs - Introduction and philosophy of approach - Objectives - Selection of
potential dam sites and conceptual schemes - Investigation of selected sites and
geological studies - Hydraulic studies - Hydrological studies - Spillways - River
diversion during construction - Seismic loading Part 2. Development practice for
reservoirs - Water conduits for reservoirs - Tunnelling problems and excavation of
shafts - Electro-mechanical equipment and controls - Environmental considerations -
Costs and benefits - Efficient management for irrigation - Small hydropower - Safety and
inspection of reservoirs - Operation and maintenance, monitoring and inspection
 The Reservoir Engineering Aspects of Waterflooding Feb 27 2021
 Reservoir Engineering Handbook Mar 03 2024 This book wxplains the fundamentals of
reservoir engineering and their practical application in conducting a comprehensive
field study.Two new chapters have been included in this second edition: chapter 14 and
15.
 Basic Applied Reservoir Simulation May 05 2024
 Fundamentals and Practical Aspects of Gas Injection Jan 26 2021 This book covers
different aspects of gas injection, from the classic pressure maintenance operation to
enhanced oil recovery (EOR), underground gas storage (UGS), and carbon capture and
storage (CCS). The authors detail the unique characteristics and specific criteria of each
application, including: material balance equations phase behaviour reservoir
engineering well design operating aspects surface facilities environmental issues
Examples, data, and simulation codes are provided to enable the reader to gain an in-



depth understanding of these applications. Fundamentals and Practical Aspects of Gas
Injection will be of use to practising engineers in the fields of reservoir engineering, and
enhanced oil recovery. It will also be of interest to researchers, academics, and
graduate students working in the field of petroleum engineering.
 Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering: Volume 1 Jun 01 2021
Petroleum engineering now has its own true classic handbook that reflects the
profession's status as a mature major engineering discipline. Formerly titled the
Practical Petroleum Engineer's Handbook, by Joseph Zaba and W.T. Doherty (editors),
this new, completely updated two-volume set is expanded and revised to give petroleum
engineers a comprehensive source of industry standards and engineering practices. It
is packed with the key, practical information and data that petroleum engineers rely
upon daily. The result of a fifteen-year effort, this handbook covers the gamut of oil and
gas engineering topics to provide a reliable source of engineering and reference
information for analyzing and solving problems. It also reflects the growing role of
natural gas in industrial development by integrating natural gas topics throughout both
volumes. More than a dozen leading industry experts-academia and industry-
contributed to this two-volume set to provide the best , most comprehensive source of
petroleum engineering information available.
 Applied Reservoir Engineering Mar 30 2021
 Oil Reservoir Engineering May 25 2023
 Rules of Thumb for Reservoir Engineers Jul 03 2021
 Fundamentals of Reservoir Engineering Apr 23 2023 "This book is fast becoming the
standard text in its field", wrote a reviewer in the Journal of Canadian Petroleum
Technology soon after the first appearance of Dake's book. This prediction quickly
came true: it has become the standard text and has been reprinted many times. The
author's aim - to provide students and teachers with a coherent account of the basic
physics of reservoir engineering - has been most successfully achieved. No prior
knowledge of reservoir engineering is necessary. The material is dealt with in a concise,
unified and applied manner, and only the simplest and most straightforward
mathematical techniques are used. This low-priced paperback edition will continue to
be an invaluable teaching aid for years to come.
 Evaluating Factors Controlling Damage and Productivity in Tight Gas Reservoirs May
01 2021 Tight gas reservoirs have very low permeability and porosity, which cannot be
produced at economical flow rates unless the well is efficiently stimulated and
completed using advanced and optimized technologies. Economical production on the
basis of tight gas reservoirs is challenging in general, not only due to their very low
permeability but also to several different forms of formation damage that can occur
during drilling, completion, stimulation, and production operations. This study
demonstrates in detail the effects of different well and reservoir static and dynamic
parameters that influence damage mechanisms and well productivity in tight gas
reservoirs. Geomechanics, petrophysics, production and reservoir engineering
expertise for reservoir characterization is combined with a reservoir simulation
approach and core analysis experiments to understand the optimum strategy for tight
gas development, delivering improved well productivity and gas recovery.
 Studies in Abnormal Pressures Oct 18 2022 When Fertl's first book, Abnormal
Formation Pressures, was published by Elsevier in 1976, the topic was relatively new in



book form. In the years that followed, his book became the standard work for petroleum
engineers and drillers. The list of major petroleum provinces with abnormally high pore
pressures has grown steadily over the years, and with it has grown our knowledge and
experience. There have also been technological advances. A new book was required,
but no longer could the topic be covered adequately by one person. The problems of
abnormally high formation pressures encountered in the subsurface while drilling for
petroleum are very diverse, involving geologists, geophysicists, reservoir engineers,
drilling engineers, and borehole logging engineers. The acute anticipation of such
pressures before drilling has become possible with modern technology. This book
treats these developments and covers the following topics: world occurrences, the
geology of abnormal pore pressures and the background theory, reservoir engineering
aspects of abnormally pressured reservoirs, detection of abnormal pressures by
geophysical methods before drilling and during drilling, and their evaluation after
drilling. It examines the special problems of shallow hazards from shallow abnormal
pressures, and relief-well engineering to control blowouts. It also examines the
generation of abnormal pressures from hydrocarbon generation in the Rocky
Mountains, and the distribution of abnormal pressures in south Louisiana, USA. The
topics are examined from a practical point of view with a theoretical background. There
is a glossary of terms, and a relevant practical conversion table. Both SI units and the
conventional US oil industry units are used.
 Quantitative Methods in Reservoir Engineering Dec 20 2022 Quantitative Methods in
Reservoir Engineering, Second Edition, brings together the critical aspects of the
industry to create more accurate models and better financial forecasts for oil and gas
assets. Updated to cover more practical applications related to intelligent infill drilling,
optimized well pattern arrangement, water flooding with modern wells, and multiphase
flow, this new edition helps reservoir engineers better lay the mathematical foundations
for analytical or semi-analytical methods in today’s more difficult reservoir engineering
applications. Authored by a worldwide expert on computational flow modeling, this
reference integrates current mathematical methods to aid in understanding more
complex well systems and ultimately guides the engineer to choose the most profitable
well path. The book delivers a valuable tool that will keep reservoir engineers up-to-
speed in this fast-paced sector of the oil and gas market. Stay competitive with new
content on unconventional reservoir simulation Get updated with new material on
formation testing and flow simulation for complex well systems and paths Apply
methods derived from real-world case studies and calculation examples
 Fundamentals of reservoir engineering Jun 13 2022
 Upscaling of Single- and Two-Phase Flow in Reservoir Engineering Nov 30 2023 -
Explains exergy return on exergy invested (ERoEI) so that the reader can make his own
judgements as to the costs of recovering energy from conventional and non-
conventional resources - Deals with single phase flow aspects (inertia, anisotropy, slip),
which admittedly are covered in other textbooks, but out of the contexts of petroleum
and environmental engineering. - Gives readers the tools to generate heterogeneous
permeability fields (stochastic random fields, marked point processes, Markov chains,
which makes it possible to evaluate the effects of heterogeneity on flow - Includes an
elaborate section on surface chemistry to understand wetting behaviour and its
influence on the relative permeability and capillary pressure behaviour - Derives



effective permeabilities and relative permeabilities in upscaled models and illustrates
this with examples in EXCEL
 Advanced Petroleum Reservoir Simulation Sep 28 2023 Advanced Petroleum Reservoir
Simulation Add precision and ease to the process of reservoir simulation. Until
simulation software and other methods of reservoir characterization were developed,
engineers had to drill numerous wells to find the best way to extract crude oil and
natural gas. Today, even with highly sophisticated reservoir simulations software
available, reservoir simulation still involves a great deal of guesswork. Advanced
Petroleum Reservoir Simulation provides an advanced approach to petroleum reservoir
simulation, taking the guesswork out of the process and relying more thoroughly on
science and what is known about the individual reservoir. This state of the art
publication in petroleum simulation: Describes solution techniques that allow multiple
solutions to the complete equations, without linearization. Solves the most difficult
reservoir engineering problems such as viscous fingering. Highlights the importance of
non-linear solvers on decision tree with scientific argument. Discusses solution
schemes in relation to other disciplines and revolutionizes risk analysis and decision
making. Includes companion software with 3-D, 3-phase multipurpose simulator code
available for download from www.scrivenerpublishing.com. By providing a valuable tool
to support reservoir simulation predictions with real science, this book is an essential
reference for engineers, scientists and geologists.
 Fractals in Reservoir Engineering Sep 04 2021 Many natural objects have been found to
be fractal and fractal mathematics has been used to generate many beautiful ?nature?
scenes. Fractal mathematics is used in image compression and for movies and is now
becoming an engineering tool as well. This book describes the application of fractal
mathematics to one engineering specialty ? reservoir engineering. This is the process
of engineering the production of oil and gas. The reservoir engineer's job is to design
and predict production from underground oil and gas reservoirs. The successful
application of fractal mathematics to this engineering discipline should be of interest,
not only to reservoir engineers, but to other engineers with their own potential
applications as well. Geologists will find surprisingly good numerical descriptions of
subsurface rock distributions. Physicists will be interested in the application of
renormalization and percolation theory described in the book. Geophysicists will find
the description of fluid flow scaling problems faced by the reservoir engineer similar to
their problems of scaling the transport of acoustic signals.
 Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering Sep 16 2022 This new
edition of the Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas Engineering provides
you with the best, state-of-the-art coverage for every aspect of petroleum and natural
gas engineering. With thousands of illustrations and 1,600 information-packed pages,
this text is a handy and valuable reference. Written by over a dozen leading industry
experts and academics, the Standard Handbook of Petroleum and Natural Gas
Engineering provides the best, most comprehensive source of petroleum engineering
information available. Now in an easy-to-use single volume format, this classic is one of
the true "must haves" in any petroleum or natural gas engineer's library. A classic for
the oil and gas industry for over 65 years! A comprehensive source for the newest
developments, advances, and procedures in the petrochemical industry, covering
everything from drilling and production to the economics of the oil patch Everything



you need - all the facts, data, equipment, performance, and principles of petroleum
engineering, information not found anywhere else A desktop reference for all kinds of
calculations, tables, and equations that engineers need on the rig or in the office A time
and money saver on procedural and equipment alternatives, application techniques,
and new approaches to problems
 Methods and Applications in Reservoir Geophysics Mar 23 2023 The reservoir-
engineering tutorial discusses issues and data critically important engineers. The
geophysics tutorial has explanations of the tools and data in case studies. Then each
chapter focuses on a phase of field life: exploration appraisal, development planning,
and production optimization. The last chapter explores emerging technologies.
 Fundamentals of the Petrophysics of Oil and Gas Reservoirs Jun 25 2023 Written by
some of the world's most renowned petroleum and environmental engineers,
Fundamentals of the Petrophysics of Oil and Gas Reservoirs is the first book to offer
the practicing engineer and engineering student these new cutting-edge techniques for
prediction and forecasting in petroleum engineering and environmental management. In
this book, the authors combine a rigorous, yet easy to understand, approach to
petrophysics and how it is applied to petroleum and environmental engineering to solve
multiple problems that the engineer or geologist faces every day. Useful in the
prediction of everything from crude oil composition, pore size distribution in reservoir
rocks, groundwater contamination, and other types of forecasting, this approach
provides engineers and students alike with a convenient guide to many real-world
applications. Petroleum geologists and engineers must have a working knowledge of
petrophysics in order to find oil reservoirs and devise the best plan for getting it out of
the ground, before drilling can begin. This book offers the engineer and geologist a
fundamental guide for accomplishing these goals, providing much-needed calculations
and formulas on fluid flow, rock properties, and many other topics that are encountered
every day. The approach taken in Fundamentals of the Petrophysics of Oil and Gas
Reservoirs is unique and has not been addressed until now in book format. Readers
now have the ability to review the historic development of relationships and equations
to define critical petrophysics attributes, many of which have either never been covered
in the literature on petrophysics. Useful for the veteran engineer or scientist and the
student alike, this book is a must-have for any geologist, engineer, or student working
in the field of upstream petroleum engineering.
 Reservoir Engineering in Modern Oilfields Jan 01 2024 Real-world reservoirs are
layered, heterogeneous and anisotropic, exposed to water and gas drives, faults,
barriers and fractures. They are produced by systems of vertical, deviated, horizontal
and multilateral wells whose locations, sizes, shapes and topologies are dictated "on
the fly, at random"by petroleum engineers and drillers at well sites. Wells may be
pressure or rate-constrained, with these roles re-assigned during simulation with older
laterals shut-in, newer wells drilled and brought on stream, and so on. And all are
subject to steady and transient production, each satisfying different physical and
mathematical laws, making reservoir simulation an art difficult to master and
introducing numerous barriers to entry. All of these important processes can now be
simulated in any order using rapid, stable and accurate computational models
developed over two decades. And what if it were further possible to sketch complicated
geologies and lithologies, plus equally complex systems of general wells, layer-by-layer



using Windows Notepad? And with no prior reservoir simulation experience and only
passing exposure to reservoir engineering principles? Have the user press "Simulate,"
and literally, within minutes, produce complicated field-wide results, production
forecasts, and detailed three-dimensional color pressure plots from integrated graphics
algorithms? Developed over years of research, this possibility has become reality. The
author, an M.I.T. trained scientist who has authored fifteen original research books, over
a hundred papers and forty patents, winner of a prestigious British Petroleum
Chairman's Innovation Award in reservoir engineering and a record five awards from the
United States Department of Energy, has delivered just such a product, making real-
time planning at the well-site simple and practical. Workflows developed from
experience as a practicing reservoir engineer are incorporated into "intelligent menus"
that make in-depth understanding of simulation principles and readings of user
manuals unnecessary. This volume describes new technology for down-to-earth
problems using numerous examples performed with our state-of-the-art simulator, one
that is available separately at affordable cost and requiring only simple Intel Core i5
computers without specialized graphics boards. The new methods are rigorous,
validated and well-documented and are now available for broad petroleum industry
application.
 The Practice of Reservoir Engineering (Revised Edition) Nov 18 2022 This revised
edition of the bestselling Practice of Reservoir Engineering has been written for those in
the oil industry requiring a working knowledge of how the complex subject of
hydrocarbon reservoir engineering can be applied in the field in a practical manner.
Containing additions and corrections to the first edition, the book is a simple statement
of how to do the job and is particularly suitable for reservoir/production engineers as
well as those associated with hydrocarbon recovery. This practical book approaches
the basic limitations of reservoir engineering with the basic tenet of science: Occam's
Razor, which applies to reservoir engineering to a greater extent than for most physical
sciences - if there are two ways to account for a physical phenomenon, it is the simpler
that is the more useful. Therefore, simplicity is the theme of this volume. Reservoir and
production engineers, geoscientists, petrophysicists, and those involved in the
management of oil and gas fields will want this edition.
 The Imperial College Lectures in Petroleum Engineering Oct 06 2021 This book covers
the fundamentals of reservoir engineering in the recovery of hydrocarbons from
underground reservoirs. It provides a comprehensive introduction to the topic,
including discussion of recovery processes, material balance, fluid properties and fluid
flow. It also contains details of multiphase flow, including pore-scale displacement
processes and their impact on relative permeability, with a presentation of analytical
solutions to multiphase flow equations. Created specifically to aid students through
undergraduate and graduate courses, this book also includes exercises with worked
solutions, and examples of previous exam papers for further guidance and practice. As
part of the Imperial College Lectures in Petroleum Engineering, and based on a lecture
series on the same topic, Reservoir Engineering provides the introductory information
needed for students of the earth sciences, petroleum engineering, engineering and
geoscience.
 Basics of Reservoir Engi... Jan 09 2022 The volume provides clear and concise
information on reservoir engineering methods, ranging from specific geological and



geophysical techniques applied to reservoirs, to the basics of reservoir simulation, with
reference to well logging, fluid PVT studies and well testing. Emphasis is placed on
recent methods such as the use of type curves in well test interpretation, and on
horizontal drain holes. The information will help all specialists in the relevant disciplines
such as geologists, geophysicists, production engineers and drillers. It will also be
useful to a broader range of specialists such as computer scientists, legal experts,
economists and research workers, in placing their work within a wider professional
context and incorporating it into a multidisciplinary field of activity.
 Reservoir Engineering Aug 16 2022
 Reservoir Engineering Handbook Jun 06 2024 Reservoir engineering is the design and
evaluation of field development and exploitation processes and programs. This topic
encompasses the field of geology, drilling and completion, production engineering and
reserves and evaluation.This book details essential information as well as insight and is
a comprehensive up-to-date reference tool for the reservoir engineers, petroleum
engineers and engineering students alike. Acting as a guide to predicting oil reservoir
performance this edition analyses through the analysis of oil recovery mechanisms and
performance calculations, and spells out the fundamentals of reservoir engineering and
their application through a comprehensive field study. Several examples from a wide
variety of applications demonstrate the performance of processes under forceful
conditions. Key relationships among the different operating variables are also
thoroughly described. * New chapters on decline and type curve analysis as well as
reservoir simulation* Updated material including the liquid volatility parameter,
commonly designated Rv* Provides a guide to predicting oil reservoir performance
through the analysis of oil recovery mechanisms and performance calculation
 Petroleum Engineering Handbook, Volume 5 Aug 04 2021
 Petroleum Reservoir Simulations Jan 21 2023 In this highly anticipated volume, the
world-renowned authors take a basic approach to present the principles of petroleum
reservoir simulation in an easy-to-use and accessible format. Applicable to any oil and
gas recovery method, this book uses a block-centered grid and a point-distributed grid.
It treats various boundary conditions as fictitious wells, gives algebraic equations for
their flowrates and presents an elaborate treatment of radial grid for single-well
simulation to analyze well test results and to create well pseudo-functions necessary in
conducting a practical reservoir simulation study.
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